Lab Owl™: A True
Growth Accelerator for
Kemp Proteins

A LAB OWL SUCCESS STORY

Cost Effective Bioreactor
Control System Yields
Wide Array Benefits for
Leading Gene-to-Protein
Service Provider
Kemp Proteins, until recently known as
Kempbio, is a premier provider of
customized protein-related solutions
headquartered in Frederick, Maryland. For
more than two decades the company has
delivered best-in-class gene-to-protein
services that optimize productivity and
mitigate risk for life science organizations
developing human and veterinary
biopharmaceuticals, vaccines and
diagnostics.
In March 2019, Kempbio announced that it
had been acquired by Six.02 Bioservices
and was subsequently relaunched as Kemp
Proteins. In recent years, Kemp Proteins
has quadrupled its staff and significantly
expanded its lab capabilities to manage
increased business from its existing clients
and orders from brand new partners. The
acquisition, and the consistent success
that led up to it, reflect Kemp Proteins’
status as a leading growth-stage
bioservices organization.
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Like any company, Kemp Proteins needed
to maximize its return on investment.
Recruiting and hiring, developing more
robust standard operating procedures
(SOPs), expanding its lab space and
purchasing equipment on a limited budget
is a tightrope walk for any company in
growth mode.
Limited resources often require companies
to get creative. Kemp Proteins did just
that.
To properly fit-out its newly expanding lab
space, the organization purchased seven
refurbished, high-end brand bioreactor
units for protein development. Acquiring
this equipment was an initial boon for the
company as it was getting top line
bioreactors at significantly less cost.
However, getting these refurbished
bioreactors of different makes and models
to communicate became a daunting and
unexpected challenge.

Challenges and Solutions
Kemp Proteins purchased two 50L hyclone
Thermo Fisher (2004 and 2008 models)
single-use bioreactors (S.U.Bs), one 100L
hyclone Thermo Fisher S.U.B. (2011 model)
and two dual (four total) Applikon
bioreactors (2006 and 2008 models) for a
grand total of seven refurbished S.U.Bs. The
two 50L S.U.Bs had been customized for
AbbVie Pharmaceuticals, adding another
layer of complexity to integrating and
automating the equipment.
The company reached out to bioreactor
experts for help and its lab team
attempted to troubleshoot the units to no
avail. Kemp Proteins was seemingly stuck
with seven bioreactors that could only
operate manually and could not
communicate.
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“This was our first time buying equipment
like this. We learned a lot. There are many
mistakes you can make along the way. We
went and looked at the Applikons before
we bought them and thought how much
different could they be? But when you get
them back to the lab you see they are not
communicating and there is no technical
support to turn to. Essentially, you have to
develop an entire team of experts to
troubleshoot on your own, which is not at
all practical or cost effective,” stated Kemp
Proteins’ CEO Mike Keefe.
“At the time we were trying to integrate
these bioreactors we were also going
through construction to expand our labs. I
almost threw the dual controllers in the
dumpster out back of our office,” stated
Keefe.

The company’s smart, shrewd investment in
refurbished bioreactors was quickly morphing
into a significant challenge. Thanks to a
recommendation from another Frederick
bioscience company, Kemp Proteins eventually
found a solution to its bioreactor integration and
automation challenges.
BioFactura, a biosimilars development and
manufacturing company, had experienced similar
bioreactor issues. Daryl Sampey, BioFactura’s CEO,
like Kemp Proteins’ executive team, could just not
find technical support for its GE bioreactor
system—no company or technician was willing to
help. There just was nowhere to turn for
refurbished bioreactor technical support.
Sampey and his team turned to Lab Owl™ for
help. Lab Owl, a leading bioreactor control system
provider, was eager to assist and solved
BioFactura’s bioreactor system issue promptly,
enabling the company to cost effectively and
efficiently move forward with its research and
development. BioFactura was recently awarded a
$67.4M Biomedical Advanced Research and
Development Authority (BARDA) for the advanced
development of its Smallpox Biodefense
Therapeutic. Sampey, along with another Lab Owl
partner Andy Lees of FinaBio, recommended that
Kemp Proteins connect with Lab Owl.
On the strength of these recommendations, Lab
Owl and Kemp Proteins joined forces. The Lab
Owl team came onsite, assessed the seven
bioreactors, talked to the lab team and leadership
and then went to work integrating and
automating what had once been an isolated,
manual and unproductive setup.
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“WHEN LAB OWL CAME IN AT FIRST AND LOOKED AT OUR
50L BIOREACTORS THEY SAID, ‘YES, WE CAN DO THIS.’ WE
HAD SIX DIFFERENT PEOPLE COME IN AND LOOK AT OUR
BIOREACTORS PRIOR AND THEY ALL SAID THIS IS A
PROBLEM, THERE’S NO LOG BOOK FOR THIS AND WE
CAN’T DO IT,”
STATED DAVID HICKS, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER AT
KEMP PROTEINS.
“It wasn’t just the knowledge of
computerization that impressed me, it was
the knowledge of how the systems were
meant to work: Knowing that the valves in
the dual Applikons were the wrong ones
and were too large, for example. The Lab
Owl team didn’t just close the box, link it
up to the computer and say ‘we’ve done
our bit.’”
“All of the people we worked with from Lab
Owl were collaborative and wanted to work
with us rather than coming in and saying,
‘It costs this. What do you mean you can’t
afford it?’ They wanted to see how they
could make it work and get a long term
relationship going. We are going to grow
and Lab Owl will be in a position to help us
scale moving forward,” he added.
After an efficient deep dive into the
situation, the Lab Owl team integrated
their open architecture automated
bioreactor control system that enabled all
seven bioreactors—all of different makes
and model years—to communicate and
work seamlessly together via a single
controller and interface.
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Lab Owl’s open architecture design can be
a true game changer for emerging life
science companies like Kemp Proteins that
need strong, consistent performance from
older or refurbished legacy lab equipment
to thrive.
Because of its technology agnostic design,
the Lab Owl system easily integrated with
Kemp Proteins’ refurbished equipment,
enhancing process efficiency, product
quality and data capture while reducing
human error and increasing experiment
repeatability. The result is a lab that has
greater efficiency, consistent reliability and
higher quality runs that gets the absolute
most of every budget dollar available.

A True Growth Accelerator
With all seven bioreactors now operating
with a single controller and interface, Kemp
Proteins has seen a ripple effect of benefits
throughout its organization.
Lab Owl has enabled the Kemp Proteins lab
team to monitor the system remotely from
anywhere at anytime, reducing the burden
on its team and allowing for faster incident
responses.
“Lab Owl gives our team the ability to keep
an eye on the system from home. They don’t
need to be here 24 hours a day. They can do
a quick check from home over the weekend
and say all is okay or ‘oh my goodness” the
O2 is down and come in and fix it right away.
This saves cost for all the reagents in the
bioreactor, it saves the time lost for repeat
runs as well as the loss of face in front of the
customer,” stated Hicks.
In addition, Lab Owl’s supervisory software
reduces training costs and diminishes
human error by eliminating manual
processes; it has also enabled Kemp Proteins
to create a suite of SOPs that streamline its
processes to create better products, train
new hires better and faster, meet current
and future validation requirements and stay
within its limited budget.
“Now we only have to do one training on how
to run all the systems. It’s all very elegant
and so much easier when you bring in
someone new. When we go through ISO
Certification we need standard SOPs and the
single controller has made the SOP process
so much easier. As we try to grow and
integrate other systems, we have to make
our budget stretch and this is a system that
can grow along with us,” stated Keefe.
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Lab Owl’s historical trend feature also
empowers Kemp Proteins to store and search
past recipes, improve its data capture,
augment its own processes and output more
complete data packages for its partners
seeking to scale manufacturing.
“Lab Owl allows us to store a lot of different
configurations for the future. If you’re
running program A in 2019 and that
customer comes back in three years time
and they say we want to do that batch again,
you don’t have to go back through piles of
paperwork. It’s just ‘Program One’ and it’s all
right there for you,” stated Hicks.
The data captured by Lab Owl can also help
Kemp Proteins’ clients scale up production
more easily. Now, with Lab Owl, Kemp
Proteins can provide a more comprehensive
data package to its clients looking to scale
up from a 100L bioreactor to a GMP facility
with a 10,000L bioreactor, for example.
“We can say this is what it was on minute
one or minute 30. If you take our data
package into the GMP facility and they have
a similar control system it’s almost just plug
and play,” stated Hicks.

“LAB OWL WAS TRULY A GREAT
SOLUTION FOR US. IT IS ONE OF THE
BEST INVESTMENTS OUR COMPANY
HAS MADE,” STATED KEEFE.
For companies looking to scale, Lab Owl is a
true growth accelerator, generating greater
efficiency, stronger data collection,
streamlined, turn-key processes and cost
savings that can be reinvested in other key
areas of a growing life science organization.

About Lab owl
Lab Owl™, an ACC company, delivers flexible and fully integrated
bioreactor control systems for cell culture and fermentation
applications. Available in a variety of form factors, Lab Owl™ features an
easy-to-use interface that has been leveraged in applications ranging
from benchtop bioreactors in development labs through pilot plants and
manufacturing. For more information, visit www.LabOwl.com

About ACC
Established in 1983, Automated Control Concepts, Inc. (ACC) is an
independent systems integrator delivering automation and manufacturing
intelligence solutions to the industrial market. ACC helps businesses
improve the efficiency, quality and compliance of their manufacturing
operations through the strategic use of technology and standards (such as
S88 and S95). Services include initial requirements definition and system
design through the implementation and commissioning of plant-wide
automation and information systems. ACC delivers solutions to a wide
variety of industries, including Life Sciences, Consumer Goods, Food and
Beverage, and Infrastructure. Typical solutions include PLC/SCADA
applications, Batch and Recipe Management, Track & Trace, Plant
Performance, and Control-to-Enterprise integration. ACC has offices in
Neptune, New Jersey, and Rockville, Maryland. For more information, visit
www.automated-control.com.
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